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Welcome

Welcome by Mayor Dale Janway
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Welcome by Symposium Chair George Veni
Welcome

25 September 2013

Welcome Cave and Karst Managers, Explorers, and Scientists!
On behalf of the National Cave and Karst Research Institute, Bureau of Land Management,
National Park Service, US Forest Service, and the Organizing Committee, we’re delighted to be
your hosts for the 20th National Cave and Karst Management Symposium (NCKMS).
Our theme this year, A Changing Climate, reflects the many changes currently affecting cave and
karst management. But change has always been a constant. This conference series began in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, in 1975, as the National Cave Management Symposium. There was
considerable diversity in that meeting’s topics. All were based in the USA, but most focused on
managing people in show and non-show caves, especially on public lands. This theme dominated
the next several symposia. By 1997, more than half of the papers focused on the greater
landscapes in which caves occur and the conference name changed to include “karst.”
The papers this year are the most diverse to date. While it’s not apparent from most of their titles,
the majority involve technologies unavailable when NCKMS was last in Carlsbad 20 years ago.
NCKMS itself continues to change. We believe this is the first time the proceedings will be
available at the symposium, which encouraged a higher percentage of full papers that will
increase the value and prestige of the conference. The proceedings are also distributed primarily
digitally by open access so their results can be better shared with people around the world.
When we proposed our conference theme we never expected that changes in political
cooperation and national and global economics would threaten the occurrence of this year’s
meeting. Yet despite these challenges, we have the most diverse set of workshops and field trips
ever seen at an NCKMS and, at the time of this writing, participants have registered from 12 US
states and six different counties, with talks covering six states and eight countries!
We trust you’ll have a great week learning new things and meeting new and old friends. Don’t
forget to visit the booths of our generous sponsors! If you have any questions or concerns about
the meeting, please tell us directly and we will address them as soon as possible. We are honored
to be your hosts.
Sincerely,

George Veni
Chairman, 2013 National Cave and Karst Management Symposium Chairman
Executive Director, National Cave and Karst Research Institute
3

Welcome

Carlsbad New Mexico Map
Carlsbad is a small but friendly community in southeastern New Mexico, with a population of
about 30,000 people. The town was founded in the late 1800s by ranchers from west Texas,
along a reach of the Pecos River where flow is supplied in part by karst springs in the bed of
the river. The major industries in Carlsbad include tourism, potash mining (southeastern New
Mexico contains the United States’ largest known concentration of potash reserves), oil and gas
production, agriculture, and activities associated with the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a
disposal facility for defense-related transuranic radioactive waste.
During the time of the conference, daytime high temperatures are likely to range between 80-95
°F (27-35 °C) with overnight lows of 50-70 °F (10-21 °C). Rain is unlikely but expect possible
strong winds.
Among people interested in caves and karst, “Carlsbad” is synonymous with “Carlsbad Caverns
National Park,” located only 30 minutes by car to the southwest along Highway 62/180. Another
30 minutes farther and into Texas is Guadalupe Mountains National Park. These parks offer
world-class views of middle Permian geology and hypogenic karst. Highway 62/180 traverses a
striking and unique gypsum karst terrain that includes Parks Ranch Cave, the second-longest
gypsum cave in the United States.
In downtown Carlsbad is the Carlsbad Museum and Art Center, which has an interesting exhibit
on the region’s history and often hosts excellent special or traveling exhibits. At the city’s north
end is the Living Desert State Park and Zoo, a beautifully developed display of flora and fauna
of the desert southwest region of the U.S. About an hour’s drive farther north, and especially if
you fly in via Roswell, a visit to the International UFO Museum and Research Center is always
entertaining.

Regional Map
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Welcome

Conference Location
National Cave and Karst Research Institute
400-1Cascades Avenue - Carlsbad, NM 88220 - www.nckri.org
NCKRI Headquarters is located near the center of Carlsbad along the Pecos River. It is part of a
new social and retail center for Carlsbad that is currently under construction and is expected to be
completed in 2-4 years. Construction of NCKRI is also on-going, but not during the conference,
with plans underway to fill the main hall and lobby with interactive museum exhibits.
Conference sessions and most events, including the workshops, will be located on the ground
floor. General conference information and pick-up of information is located just inside the lobby at
the entrance to the future bookstore area. The poster sessions will be held in the future bookstore.
For on-site registration and information if the ground floor desk is not occupied, please go upstairs
to the office reception desk.
Amenities at NCKRI Headquarters include free wireless Internet (no password needed), a
Speakers’ Ready Room in the office behind the ground floor registration desk if you need a
quiet space to review your presentation, bottled water and soft drinks in the refrigerator in the
conference room, and hot drinks and snacks in the main hallway. NCKRI is also proud to host
the conference in its environmentally-friendly facility. For details, ask any NCKRI staff member
about the water and energy-saving features, as well as the recycled, low-VOC, and sustainabilityproduced materials.
If you have any questions, concerns, or suggestions about the conference, please talk to any
NCKRI staff member or other member of the National Cave and Karst Management Symposium
Organizing Committee
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Monday, November 4 - Workshops
8:00 - 5:00 Visual Interpretation: Telling cave
and karst stories through photographs.

Schedule

Instructor: Dianne Joop, National Cave and
Karst Research Institute, Education Director
Storytelling is an art that can take many forms.
Storytelling is a part of Dianne’s heritage and
she grew up telling stories. Her first “official”
storytelling escapades began her senior year
in high school, as principal photographer for
the yearbook staff, and continued through
college where she studied theatre and
photography. Beyond college, she worked as
a freelance photographer for 10 years, mainly
shooting journalistic pieces and album covers.
Photography took on an entirely different
meaning for her when she began shooting in
caves. Working as the photographer and chief
videographer for iCaverns, a mobile app, is
Dianne’s most recent project.
Participant Max: 10
Duration: Full Day (lunch included)
Workshop Fee: $35
Photographs are powerful tools that can
document material reality as well as tell
stories. A single picture can speak volumes;
photographs can’t lie, but they can’t exactly tell
the whole truth either! This workshop hones
in on the subjective aspect of photography,
where you can focus on learning skills that
will help you to tell stories through your
photographs.
Subject Matter:
Cave and karst settings near Carlsbad,
Storytelling composition
Use of objects/models
In-cave Macro shots (composition and
lighting)
Skill Level:
Beginner. A basic understanding of your
camera’s features and function is required
prior to attending this workshop. The aim
8

is to build on your current knowledge with
practical information regarding subject matter,
motivation, and creative application to produce
better interpretive photographs.
Outcomes:
Workshop participants will gain a better
understanding of photographic storytelling
for interpretation, as well as techniques,
composition, and lighting when in cave
environments.
Equipment:
Participants will need to supply their own
camera and lenses (digital SLR preferred but
not mandatory), protective case, camera’s
operating manual, flashlights, and tripod. No
external flashes!
Attire:
You should plan for half of the day in the
classroom and the other half in the field. The
weather in November is very difficult to predict.
It is as likely to be a warm day as it is to be a
cold day! And the wind can get quite strong.
Dressing in layers helps. Checking the local
weather before packing for your trip will help
you gauge how warm you will need to dress,
but don’t forget to be prepared for unexpected,
strong or gusty winds. Subsurface
temperatures average 55F/13C.

8:00 - 400 Cave Survey: Techniques and
Application.
Instructors: Aaron Stockton and
Jason Walz
Aaron Stockton and Jason Walz are
highly experienced cave surveyors and
cartographers. Aaron and Jason work as cave
specialists, respectively for the Bureau of Land
Management and the US Forest Service.

Monday, November 4 - Workshops
8:00 - 1:00 Bat Cave: Assessment and
management.

Description:
This short course will provide a handson experience in the common practices
employed in cave survey and cartography.
A field excursion will provide participants the
opportunity to learn in-cave survey techniques
including instrument use, data collection and
recording, as well as sketching. A classroom
portion will show how to process this data
using cave survey software, how to draft
maps, and how to export data into GIS
formats. Participants will learn how to use this
information in a wide variety of management
scenarios including mapping impacts on cave
resources from visitation to siting facilities on
the surface around cave passages.

Instructor: Jim Kennedy

Subject Matter:
In-cave survey techniques
Survey team composition
Instrument type and use
Data collection and recording
Sketching
Classroom portion
Data processing
Digital map drafting
Cave survey data use in GIS
Land/Cave management using
survey data
Skill Level:
Participants should have a basic
understanding of the use of a sighting
compass and basic map reading skills.
Participants should be willing and able to take
part in a short caving trip of moderate difficulty.
Equipment:
Gear will be provided, however you will need
to provide 4AA batteries.
Attire:
Sturdy shoes or boots, long sleeve shirt and
pants for caving, and gloves.

Jim “Crash” Kennedy is a bat biologist and
one of the leading cave gate designers in the
United States. He has been caving since
1973, and is a Fellow and Life Member of the
National Speleological Society. He chairs the
Steering Committee for the National Cave and
Karst Management Symposium, and has been
teaching cave management workshops for 15
years. He is also on the board of the Texas
Speleological Survey and the Texas Cave
Management Association.
Duration: Half Day. (Lunch not included)
Workshop Fee: $35
Description:
This workshop will discuss bats that use caves
and cave-like structures, cave assessment,
management, and protection, and cave habitat
restoration. Includes supporting resource
materials.
Subject Matter:
Why bats use caves (or not!)
No bats, it might still be a bat cave...
assessing caves for bats
microclimate monitoring
habitat restoration
management and protection
Skill Level:
Participants need to understand the different
types of caves, have a basic understanding of
cave ecosystems, and be cognizant of some of
the threats and pressures to cave resources.
Outcomes:
Participants will be able to identify current and
historic bat caves, be able to roughly assess
populations and prioritize as to importance, be
able to assess for human-induced changes
and suggest remediation
9

Schedule

Participant Max: 15
Duration: All Day (lunch on your own)
Workshop Fee: $35

Monday, November 4 - Workshops
1:00 - 6:00 Introductory GIS & digital mapping:GIS and digital mapping for cave resource
managers.

Schedule

Instructor: Bern Szukalski, Esri
Bern Szukalski has been involved with GIS and
digital mapping since he began his career with
Esri in 1986. Over the past 26 years at Esri he
has held a variety of positions and served in
many different roles, covering a broad spectrum
of GIS implementation and software development projects. Bern is currently a product strategist and technical evangelist, focusing on ways
to broaden access to geographic information
and GIS capabilities.
Bern has been involved with organized caving
since 1976. He has served on the board of
directors of the National Speleological Society (NSS), Cave Research Foundation (CRF),
Hawaii Speleological Survey (HSS), American
Cave Conservation Association (ACCA), and
Pennsylvania Cave Conservancy (PCC), and
is on the advisory board for the Western Cave
Conservancy (WCC). He is a fellow of both the
Cave Research Foundation and National Speleological Society.
Participant Max: 55
Duration: Half Day. Lunch not included in registration.
Workshop Fee: No cost for NCKMS attendees.
The expenses of this workshop are sponsored
entirely by Esri!
Description: This workshop will provide an overview of various GIS and digital mapping options
that are of interest to the cave and karst resource manager. Attendees will gain the knowledge and foundation for the successful self-service use of various GIS and digital mapping
software programs. An emphasis will be placed
on software that is freely available and intended
for broader use, and does not require GIS pro10

fessional skills, however basic use of ArcGIS for
Desktop to support common workflows will be
included in this session.
Subject Matter:
Overview of available software options
Data input and management
How to map spreadsheets / other readily
available data
Authoring and configuring maps
Using cave survey data in maps
Integrating cave maps and inventory data
Configuring web applications
Sharing with others
Skill Level: Beginner to intermediate
Outcomes:
Attendees will acquire an overall understanding
of various GIS and digital mapping solutions,
and how they can be applied and used for common activities, along with suggested best practices for implementation.

6:30 - ???
Evening Social:
Ice Breaker
Ocotillo Sports Bar & Grill at
the Econo Lodge,
3706 National Parks Highway.
Join other NCKMSers for
socializing at this local
hotspot.

Tuesday, November 5 - Sessions
7:30

Doors open - Registration and Day Passes

8:15

Welcome and Introductory Comments: George Veni, NCKRI; Dale Janway Carlsbad Mayor; US Senator Tom Udall
field representative Beverly Allen-Ananins

8:30

Keynote Address - Dale Pate - Long-term Understanding, Protection, and Enjoyment of Cave and Karst Resources
GEOLOGY HYDROLOGY SESSION – Chair Johanna Kovarik
HYDROGEOLOGIC CONTROLS ON THE OCCURRENCE AND MOVEMENT OF GROUNDWATER DISCHARGED AT MAGIC SPRINGS IN
THE SPRING BRANCH CREEK DRAINAGE BASIN: SPRING BRANCH, TEXAS - Mark T. Childre

9:20

SOLUTION MINING AND THE PROTECTION OF KARST GROUNDWATER SUPPLIES IN BURTON FLATS, SOUTHEAST NEW MEXICO,
USA - James Goodbar

9:40

POSTGLACIAL FAUNAL RECORDS FROM CAVE DEPOSITS IN JASPER NATIONAL PARK, ALBERTA, CANADA - Christopher N. Jass

10:00

BREAK

10:20

UNDERSTANDING A GLOBALLY UNIQUE NEXUS OF ACID MINE DRAINAGE, KARST AND WORLD HERITAGE SITE - Phil Hobbs

10:40

UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGING KARST WATER RESOURCES IN BELIZE: CASE STUDIES OF BOTH PAST AND PRESENT IN A
CHANGING CLIMATE - Jason S. Polk

11:00

PALEOHYDROLOGY AND THE ORIGIN OF JEWEL CAVE - Mike Wiles

11:20

WATER COLUMN VARIABILITY IN A COASTAL TOURIST CAVE IN MALLORCA, SPAIN - Liana M. Boop

11:40

LUNCH

1:00

A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF SPELEOTHEM SAMPLING METHODS FOR PALEOCLIMATE RESEARCH - Sarah Truebe

1:20

THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON KARST GROUNDWATER RESOURCES FOR HUMAN AND ECOLOGICAL USE: A CASE STUDY
FROM THE SOUTHWESTERN USA - George Veni

1:40

PRELIMINARY SUMMARY OF WATER RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS DURING 2012 AT TIMPANOGOS CAVE NATIONAL MONUMENT,
UTAH - Lee J. Florea

2:00

CAVE AND KARST MANAGEMENT ON THE RESERVA DE LA BIOSFERA SELVA EL OCOTE, CHIAPAS, MEXICO: U.S. FOREST
SERVICE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS EXCHANGE 2010 – 2013 - Kovarik/Toro

2:20

THE KARST ENVIRONMENT AND CAVES OF THE ERITREAN DANAKIL DEPRESSION: GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY AND
GEOMORPHOLOGY - Berhanemeskel Michael Teklu

2:40

CASTING PEARLS BEFORE SWINE: A HOG FACTORY FARM VS. AMERICA’S FIRST NATIONAL RIVER IN THE RAZORBACK NATION Chuck Bitting

3:00

BREAK

3:20

COMPARISON OF MICROCLIMATIC CONDITIONS IN NEW MEXICO BAT HIBERNACULA AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR HARBORING
PSEUDOGYMNOASCUS SPP., THE PUTATIVE AGENT FOR WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME - Debbie C. Buecher

3:40

U.S. KARST AND CLIMATE CHANGE: A MASHUP OF CLIMATE MODELS AND KARST FOR VISUALIZING CHANGE -Bernard W.
Szukalski

4:00

MAPPING KARST FEATURES ON PUBLIC LAND: AN OPEN SOURCE GIS DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - Andrea K. Goodbar

4:20

THE REVOLUTION IN CAVE MAPPING IS HERE - Bob Buecher

4:40

RESURVEY AND RESOURCE INVENTORY OF THREE FINGERS CAVE, NEW MEXICO, USA - Andrea Croskrey

5:00

END

Evening

Schedule

9:00

Howdy Party at the Steven’s Inn; 1829 S. Canal Street. An assortment of finger foods will be
served and a coupon for one complimentary alcoholic beverage will be provided. Additional
beverages can be purchased separately. Musical entertainment provided by Carlsbad’s
Mariachi band.
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Wednesday, November 6 - Field Trips
8:00 - 2:00 Show Cave Management: Recent
show cave management activities at Carlsbad
Caverns National Park.

Schedule

Led by Dale Pate, National Cave & Karst
Coordinator, National Park Service
Description:
This field trip will highlight cave management
activities at Carlsbad Caverns National Park
over the last 20 years. It will include a discussion
of the Carlsbad Cavern Protection Plan,
Environmental Assessment (EA), and the many
positive structural changes that have been
made based on this approved Plan and EA. The
lessons learned on managing an active, longterm exploration, survey, and inventory of park
caves, including Lechuguilla Cave and Carlsbad
Cavern, will also be discussed. Information
on other cave management activities will be
presented as time allows.

8:00 - 6:00 Karst Management
Led by Jim Goodbar, Senior Cave and
Karst Resources Specialist, Bureau of Land
Management
Description:
The focus of this field trip is to explore the
applied science and best management practices
of karst groundwater protection in oil and gas
development areas. Participants will visit the
Chosa Draw gypsum karst plain. This Permian
age karst plain contains one of the highest
densities of karst features in the United States
with hundreds of caves and sinkholes. The
field trip will visit several cave entrances,
resurgences, and a producing oil well to see
what special mitigations are required when
development occurs in this area. Field trip
participants may also choose to visit Parks
Ranch Cave. This is the longest gypsum cave
on federal lands in the US at 4.7 miles. There is
a water element deeper into the cave for those
who choose to get wet. If so be sure to bring a
dry change of clothes.
12

The terrain is flat to rolling gypsum hills.
Lunches will be provided. This will be an all
day excursion and will involve approximately 3
miles of hiking. Cave temperatures are 69-71F
(21-22C). Day time temperatures may vary from
65-85F (18-29C).

8:00 - 6:00 Vistor Experience: Building
experiences to enhance cave and karst resource
planning and public participation
Cooridinated by Marie Marek, Chief of
Interpretation Carlsbad Caverns National Park
Pam Cox, Ranger Carlsbad Caverns National
Park, and Dianne Joop, Education Director
National Cave and Karst Research Institute
Description:
This field trip is an exploration into the
techniques used to build experiences that
yield emotional and intellectual connections to
enhance cave and karst resource planning and
public participation. Field trip leaders will share
how to organize, develop, plan, and conduct
underground experiences for less active and
more active audiences.
Management Actions outlined in the Federal
Cave Resources Protection Act include planning
and public participation. Planning ensures caves
are considered in any land management plan,
and publilc participation fosters communication,
cooperation, and exchange of information
between land managers, those who utilize
caves, and the public. These two actions identify
diverse audiences and direct outcomes for
strategic communications by the cave and karst
resource managers.
Amazing advances leading to understanding
how the human brain takes in and stores
information have revealed that every memory
stored in the brain has an emotional stamp.
While this is profound, it is information we knew

Wednesday, November 6 - Field Trips
already! Cave and karst advocates know
the best way to get someone to understand
the importance of cave resources is to take
them caving. In other words, give people
experiences and opportunities to connect
with the resource.

Hall of the White Giant: Caving 101! This
adventure tour is considered very difficult.
The trail follows a tight canyon that you
ascend by a series of ladders and rope
assisted climbs. This adventure tour offers a
real caving experience.

54 participants will begin this journey
gaining insight on constructing surface
interpretation to enhance overall experience.
After a brief overview, participants will
be broken into different exploration
groups and travel underground. While
underground, you will gain insight on how
to develop visitor experience in relation to
the physical environment. To conclude this
trip, exploration groups will convene on the
surface for a wrap-up discussion session.

This trip is not recommended for anyone
afraid of heights or tight spaces.

Kings Palace and Left Hand Tunnel
Learning Group. You will gain two different
experiences on this trek. Half of the group
will see Kings Palace while the others will
see Left Hand Tunnel, and then switch.
Kings Palace: Route takes you through four
highly decorated chambers along a 1-mile
paved trail that requires you to descend and
ascend the equivalent of an 8-story building.
Left Hand Tunnel: This lantern-lit tour is
considered the easiest of the adventure
tours. The trail takes you over uneven or
slippery slopes. Careful footing is required to
avoid delicate formations and cavern pools.
Lower Cave: This adventure tour is
moderately difficult. It will require you to
descend and ascend a series of ladders. The
unpaved trail leads you by an incredible nest
of cave pearls, mummified bats, and artifacts
from historic expeditions.

Schedule

This field trip will be broken down into four
exploration groups; Kings Palace & Left
Hand Tunnel, Lower Cave, Hall, and Spider
Cave. Each has a limited group size.

Spider Cave: After a half-mile hike down
Garden Grove Canyon, you will begin your
expedition through the mazy passages of
Spider Cave. This cave trail is filled with
crawls and climbing.
This trip is not recommended for anyone with
a fear of enclosed spaces, heights, or getting
cave dirt in your ears.
Helmets, lights, kneepads, and caving gloves
are provided. Expect to get dirty on this trip!

8:00 - 6:00 Backcountry Caves, Slaughter
Canyon Cave Trip
Led by Shawn Thomas, Cave Technician
Carlsbad Caverns National Park and Jason
Walz, Cave Specialist Lincoln National
Forest
Description:
Slaughter Canyon Cave is a strenuous
adventure trip. This field trip will take you
into an underground wilderness without
electricity, paved walkways, or modern
conveniences. In this wild cave, participants
will learn about backcountry cave
management in the desert southwest while
being surrounded by spectacular formations
and unique landscapes. Helmets and
headlights will be provided.

Evening Social:
To be Announced
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Thursday, November 7 - Sessions
8:00

Doors open - Registration and Day Passes

8:15

Welcome and Introductory Comments: George Veni, NCKRI; Robert Defer, Carlsbad Chamber of Commerce
Executive Director

Schedule

SHOW CAVES, INTERPRETATION, BIOLOGY SESSION – Chair Dale Pate

8:30

PRIORITIZING CAVES FOR KARST INVERTEBRATE RECOVERY IN CENTRAL TEXAS – Cyndee Watson

8:50

CAVE AND CLIMATE CHANGE: EDUCATING THE PUBLIC AT RATS NEST CAVE, ALBERTA, CANADA – Charles Yonge

9:10

USE OF IMPACT MAPPING FOR PLANNING THE INFRASTRUCTURE IN TOURISTIC CAVES – CASE STUDY: MAQUINE’ CAVE, BRAZIl
– Luciana Alt

9:30

NATIONAL CAVE AND KARST MUSEUM – Dianne Joop

9:50

BREAK

10:15

CAVER QUEST 3D VIRTUAL CAVE SIMULATION OF SNOWY RIVER IN FORT STANTON CAVE – Ronald J. Lipinski

10:35

ICAVERNS: INTERPRETATION, THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT! – Dianne Joop

10:55

THE WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY CRUMPS CAVE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION PRESERVE – Chris Groves

11:15

MOVING THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE CAVE AND KARST PROGRAM FORWARD – IDENTIFYING AND UNDERSTANDING PARK
RESOURCES – Dale Pate

11:35

LUNCH

1:00

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE CAVE ECOLOGY INVENTORY AND MONITORING FRAMEWORK – Gretchen M. Baker

1:20

THE NPS CAVE VISITOR IMPACT VITAL SIGNS MONITORING PROTOCOL – Rodney Horrocks
COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES SESSION– Chair Jim Goodbar

1:40

COOPERATIVE CAVE MANAGEMENT IN THE ERA OF WNS – R. Scott House

2:00

GEOLOGIC MANAGEMENT OF CAVE AND KARST RESOURCES ON NATIONAL FOREST SYSTEM LANDS – Johanna L. Kovarik

2:20

BREAK

2:45

CHALLENGES OF CAVE MANAGEMENT IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY: A CASE STUDY OF GROTTE MARIE-JEANNE,
DEPARTEMENTE SUD, HAITI – Patricia Kambesis

3:05

INCORPORATING CAVE AND KARST MANAGEMENT INTO THE FOREST PLAN REVISION PROCESS OF ARIZONA FORESTS – Ray
Keeler

3:25

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND SEDIMENT MONITORING PROCEDURES AND INITIAL RESULTS FOR BRAZILIAN IRON ORE CAVE – Vitor Mour

3:45

MANAGING A GLOBALLY UNIQUE NEXUS OF ACID MINE DRAINAGE, KARST, AND WORLD HERITAGE SITE – PJ (Peter) Mills

4:05

EVALUATING THE STATUS OF CAVE WILDERNESS – Patricia E. Seiser

4:25

END

Evening
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Banquet – speaker: Abe Van Luik – Certainty Underground: Why Geology is More Stable than
Society. Banquet takes place at the Steven’s Inn; 1829 S. Canal Street. A Mexican buffet will
be served, along with assorted salads and desserts. A complimentary alcoholic beverage will
be provided, with an option to purchase additional beverages separately.
Please contact Suzanna Langowski (slangowski@nckri.org) for any special dietary
requirements.

Friday, November 8 - Sessions
8:00

Doors open - Registration and Day Passes

8:15

NCKMS Announcements and Welcoming Remarks: George Veni, NCKRI
COOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT AND IMPLEMENTAITON STRATEGIES SESSION– Chair Jim Goodbar
THE FORT STANTON CAVE STUDY PROJECT: A MODEL FOR AGENCY – CAVER PARTNERSHIP IN CAVE MANAGEMENT - Steve
Peerman

8:50

PARTNERSHIPS IN CAVE MANAGEMENT ON LINCOLN NATIONAL FOREST - Jason Walz

9:10

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF CUEVA DE VILLA LUZ, TABASCO, MEXICO - Laura Rosales-Lagarde

9:30

NOW WE'RE SUPER REALLY IN HOT WATER: EVOLUTION OF A DEDICATED DECON SITE IN RELATION TO CAVE PROJECTS IN
THE FORT STANTON-SNOWY RIVER CAVE NATIONAL CONSERVATION AREA - Mike Bilbo

9:50

BREAK

10:20

QUANTIFYING WILDLIFE USE OF CAVE ENTRANCES USING REMOTE CAMERAS - Gretchen M. Baker

10:40

POPULATIONS LIVING ON KARST - James E. Kaufmann

11:00

HIGH GUADS RESTORATION PROJECT: 15 YEARS OF VOLUNTEERING - Jennifer Foote

11:20

Closing Remarks

11:40

ADJOURN

Schedule

8:30

15

SPEAKERS

Keynote Speaker - Dale L. Pate
Biographical Sketch
Dale Pate is the National Cave and Karst Program Coordinator for the National Park Service
(NPS). Dale’s career in the cave and karst field began as an avid caver in 1970 in Central Texas
and the mountainous areas of Mexico including the Purificación area within the rugged Sierra
Madre Oriental. Having received a BA in Geography from Texas State University in 1974, Dale
began work in 1976 with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in Austin, Texas. During the next
few years, he augmented his education with a number of geology classes from the University of
Texas. Dale remained with the USGS through June 1991 when he became the Cave Specialist for
Carlsbad Caverns National Park. At the park, he served as a manager for 21 years with oversight of
numerous cave projects which included all activities within Lechuguilla Cave. Dale became the fulltime National Cave and Karst Program Coordinator for the NPS in July 2012 after having served the
position in a half-time capacity since May 2007.

Long-term Understanding, Protection, and Enjoyment of Cave and Karst Resources

Speakers

As we close in on the 20th National Cave & Karst Management Symposium (NCKMS), it is
important to reflect on the many accomplishments made in the last four decades since the first
National Cave Management Symposium (NCMS). Understanding the past and where we come
from gives us the ability to move forward into a future where we will continue to build upon our
understanding, protection, and enjoyment of cave and karst resources. The first NCMS was held
in 1975 in Albuquerque, New Mexico. At that time there were few cave conservancies across the
United States, there wasn’t a Federal Cave Resources Protection Act. There were only a few
“cave specialists” working in federal, state, and local agencies with cave properties. There was
no National Cave & Karst Research Institute. And the word “karst” was not even part of the title of
these symposia. But there was momentum building across the United States and the world. Called
by some back in the 1970’s as the “Golden Age of Caving”, many things came together at about
the same time that gave cavers and cave scientists the ability to travel to all corners of the world
and the ability for these pioneers to safely enter, explore, and study remote and vast cave and karst
systems. At the same time, in the US and other places, there were explosions in the building of
housing and other infra-structure needs. In numerous areas, new sub-divisions were being built in
significant cave and karst areas. During this time, many caves were destroyed simply due to lack
of involvement by those in the know, namely cavers and cave scientists. In order to protect and
preserve local cave and karst areas, the caving community had to become more involved and more
politically active on all levels. With these and many other efforts over the last 40 years, there has
been significant progress in many directions.
With a theme of “a changing climate”, this year’s National Cave and Karst Management Symposium
promises to be a good one filled with excellent papers, field trips, and the ever-present camaraderie
that enhances discussions and builds new friendships, partnerships, and new directions for cave
and karst resources management.
So, in many ways we come full-circle. We are back in New Mexico where the NCMS started with
this most recent symposium being organized by the National Cave and Karst Research Institute,
a national organization that was created out the momentum of the last 40 years. Despite some
of the negative connotations of “a changing climate”, we have a lot to be thankful for and a bright
and hopeful future that will continue to move cave and karst management in a positive direction.
Providing these symposia as an outlet for the discussions on cave and karst management activities
was a good proactive approach back in 1975 and is still an excellent and useful tool today as we
fight for the long-term protection, conservation, and enjoyment of cave and karst resources across
the US.
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Keynote Speaker - Abe van Luik
Biographical Sketch
Dr. Abraham (Abe) Van Luik is a Senior Physical Scientist and the Director of International Programs at
the Carlsbad Field Office (CBFO) of the US Department of Energy. CBFO oversees and owns the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), currently the world's only operating deep geologic repository for radioactive
waste. Abe joined CBFO after several decades of working on the Yucca Mountain Project in Nevada, where
he served as Senior Policy Advisor for Performance Assessment, the long term repository safety projections
that went out to a million years. With CBFO, Abe works with other staff to set up cooperation between
the U.S. repository program and other international agencies. Cooperative activities are formalized in a
Memorandum of Understanding between the Department of Energy and its German counterpart, which
is especially useful since the German repository program is also working in salt. Similar agreements are in
place with the British and French nuclear waste management agencies.
Abe’s nuclear-waste career began at Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois, continued at Rockwell
Hanford Operations in Washington, with Roy F. Weston and Rogers Engineering in Washington, DC, with
the Pacific Northwest National Laboratories (PNNL) in Washington State, and with Intera, Inc. in Las
Vegas, Nevada. Finally, he joined the Department of Energy in Nevada, where he oversaw the science and
engineering side of the proposed Yucca Mountain repository’s license application to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Van Luik has a bachelor’s degree in chemistry from the University of California at Los
Angeles and both a master’s and doctorate from Utah State University. His dissertation involved studying
the physical chemistry of Utah’s Great Salt Lake. Abe is pleased to be part of a working repository’s science
program: “Salt forms when the evaporation removes more water than is coming into the north arm of the
Great Salt Lake. WIPP is located in salt formed in similarly evaporating sea waters 250 million years ago.
The chemistry is the same. It seems only fitting that I’ve returned, during the final years of my career, to
what I studied while obtaining my PhD.”

Speakers

Certainty Underground: Why Geology is More Stable than Society
An oft-expressed sentiment is: “why bury dangerous waste where it can’t be seen and we won’t know what
it is doing? Why not store it in massive containers above ground so every generation can see it and see that
it is OK?” The short answer? “Geology is more stable than society.”
An oft expressed fear is that an earthquake could do unimaginable things to a repository for dangerous
wastes deep underground, and imaginations and memories jump their tracks to match a disaster flick’s
horrific images to the imagined repository. Above-ground storage can be safe, it is practiced today, but for
how long can it be relied on, a century or two, sure, but not thousands or tens of thousands of years: it is
primarily this fear that fuels the fire for agitating for above-ground long-term storage that can be “watched”,
but watched by whom and for how long, who will pay for someone to provide physical protection
(safeguards) and who is liable if at some point some maintenance is required?
Two issues with long-term storage are: intergenerational equity: should future generations be made to deal
with our messes, the answer is simply and emphatically no and are national/local governments stable for
millennia and hence reliable partners making the repository area safe from inadvertent intrusions? The
short answer is no, the longer answer is more complicated and contains the word “depends” –depends
on the value to the local community. This presentation will illustrate why, no matter what the inevitable
longer term changes in governments, if there is local importance attached to a location or structure, it will
be maintained and respected. This presentation will also underscore, using photos taken in various caves,
that earthquake ground motion is more destructive at the surface than it is at depth. All illustrations will be
from the author’s photo collections.
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ABSTRACTS
The following abstracts are placed in presentation order. Please note: any
abstract with an asterick (*) by the title is printed in the program only.

HYDROGEOLOGIC CONTROLS ON THE OCCURRENCE AND MOVEMENT OF GROUNDWATER
DISCHARGED AT MAGIC SPRING IN THE SPRING BRANCH CREEK DRAINAGE BASIN, SPRING
BRANCH, TEXAS
Mark Childre

Natural Sciences and Kinesiology Department
Laredo Community College
West End Washington Street
Laredo, TX 78040
markchildre@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

The hydrogeologic controls, flow velocities, flow direction, groundwater delineation, and
physical characteristics in a joint controlled dendritic conduit-spring system are characterized.
The known conduit extends from Magic Spring to and past CM Cave with 4,475 m of measured
passages and tributaries.
Four storm events were measured characterizing the system’s hydrodynamics. The rise time
and half flow period time (t0.5) occur in less than a day. The volume of ground stored in conduits
is approximately one half million m3. Storm flows into the conduit-spring system drain within 3.7
to 7.5 days. This system is thermally ineffective with little radial heat flux into the conduit walls.
The field components of this study include a karst feature density survey, four dye traces,
continuous monitoring of dynamic parameters, stage height, and discharge at Magic Spring.
Hydrographs and chemographs show patterns interpreted as pulses of water recharging through
caves, sinkholes, and a stream sink. These pulses are superimposed on baseflow from the joint
controlled dendritic conduit-spring system.

Abstracts

The dye tracing results identified groundwater piracy across surface water divides. The
storm flow velocities at Magic Spring ranged between 8,700 and 15,120 m/d with baseflow
characteristics below 3,000 m/d.
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SOLUTION MINING AND THE PROTECTION OF KARST GROUNDWATER SUPPLIES IN BURTON
FLATS, SOUTHEAST NEW MEXICO, USA

James R. Goodbar

Senior Cave and Karst Resources Specialist
U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management
620 E. Greene St., Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220
JGoodbar@blm.gov

ABSTRACT

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is an agency of the United States of America Department
of Interior and responsible for stewardship of public lands. It is committed to manage, protect,
and improve these lands in a manner to serve the needs of the American people. Management
is based upon the principles of multiple use and sustained yield of our nation's resources within
a framework of environmental responsibility and scientific technology. These resources include
recreation, rangelands, timber, minerals, watershed, fish and wildlife habitat, wilderness, air and
scenic quality, as well as scientific and cultural values.
The BLM received a potash solution mining proposal to inject sodium chloride rich water into old
mine workings which still contain valuable potassium in the walls and the large pillars that hold up
the roof. There, the sodium chloride solution, through an ion exchange with potassium chloride,
will become rich with potassium and then be pumped out and allowed to evaporate in large
solar ponds on the surface. The potassium chloride will then be collected and refined. The water
source for the project is from a shallow karst aquifer with limited recharge. The amount of water
needed for the project will require approximately 10,886 kiloliters (2.88 million gallons) of water
per day for the first 7 years and 5,443 kiloliters (1.44 million gallons) per day for the next 13 years.
The recharge area for the karst aquifer is in the Burton Flats karst plain. The geology is interbedded
gypsum, anhydrite, and dolomite with the occasional gypsum outcroppings at the surface. There
are 79 known caves in the project area and hundreds of dolines. Several of the caves go down
to the water table, which is located in the dolomite members. Rainfall in the area is approximately
23 centimeters per year.
The large amount of water proposed for extraction from the karst aquifer brought concern that it
may dewater the aquifer or draw the groundwater levels down to potentially critical levels. The
water is vital to support the areas’ cattle ranching industry. Further, a biological inventory had not
been conducted in the caves or in the karst aquifer. Therefore, it was unclear if there were any
aquatic troglobitic species that would be affected.
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Abstracts

The Bureau of Land Management required a complete biological inventory be conducted to
understand more about the effected environment. As a result of that inventory two new aquatic
troglobitic species were discovered. The agency in conjunction with the mining company
developed a groundwater monitoring plan to track the water levels and detect any significant
drops in the aquifer levels. The BLM initiated an adaptive management strategy that set trigger
points beyond which alternate water sources would be used for the project.

POSTGLACIAL FAUNAL RECORDS FROM CAVE DEPOSITS IN JASPER NATIONAL PARK, ALBERTA,
CANADA

Christopher N. Jass

Quaternary Paleontology Program,
Royal Alberta Museum
12845-102 Ave.
Edmonton, Alberta, T5N 0M6, Canada
chris.jass@gov.ab.ca

Greg Horne

Resource Management Specialist,
Jasper National Park
P.O. Box 10
Jasper, Alberta, T0E 1E0, Canada
greg.horne@pc.gc.ca

ABSTRACT

Dave Critchley

Senior Faculty Researcher
Instructor, Biological Sciences
School of Sustainable Building and Environmental
Management
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
11762 106 Street, Office E106
Edmonton, Alberta, T5G 2R1, Canada
dcritchl@nait.ca

Abstracts

In 2009, we initiated an on-going, long term research project that focuses on exploration
of fossil-bearing cave deposits in Jasper National Park. Specifically, we were interested in
understanding patterns of mammalian re-colonization of mountainous regions following late
Pleistocene deglaciation. Our work has focused on the identification of fossil-bearing cave
deposits, excavation, and sampling of those deposits, and radiocarbon dating of recovered
remains. Examined sites have at least an age of 9600 years BP. Research at four cave sites,
located in relatively close proximity to one another, is contributing to an improved understanding
of the late Quaternary record of Jasper National Park. This project is an example of a cooperating
partnership between institutions (museum, national park and technical college) and assistance
from a speleological society.
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UNDERSTANDING A GLOBALLY UNIQUE NEXUS OF ACID MINE DRAINAGE, KARST AND WORLD
HERITAGE SITE

Hobbs, P.J. (Phil)

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
PO Box 395, Pretoria 0001, South Africa
phobbs@csir.co.za

Mills, P.J. (Peter)

Cradle of Humankind World Heritage Site Management
Authority (COH WHS MA)
PO Box 155, Newtown 2113, South Africa
peter@gauteng.net

ABSTRACT

The Cradle of Humankind World Heritage Site (COH WHS), South Africa, is the only UNESCOprotected karst landscape in the world that is under threat from acid mine drainage (AMD).
This has generated wide and considerable concern for the preservation of the fossil sites and
karst ecosystems of the WHS. A recent assessment of the water resources environment and
continued water resources monitoring has better informed this situation, providing support for
management efforts to protect the aquatic environment and outstanding universal value of the
site. Allogenic recharge of AMD (salinity >300 mS/m, pH <4, Mn ~30 mg/l) at ~18 megalitres/d
and of municipal wastewater effluent (salinity ~100 mS/m, pH >7, PO4-P ~4 mg/l, E. coli ~240
000 cfu/100 ml) at ~3 megalitres/d on average from losing surface drainages, combined with
a mean autogenic recharge of ~30 megalitres/d from natural precipitation, define the principal
inputs to the karst hydrosystem. Their combined impact on the hydrophysical environment is
manifested as a rise in groundwater levels of as much as 6 m in the space of a few years. Each
input adds a characteristic hydrochemical signature to the associated recharge component that
imprints itself variedly on the karst groundwater chemistry. The association of an observed ~3 m
rise in Sterkfontein Caves water level with an AMD impact, however, is contradicted by a weak
mine water signature in the cave water chemistry (salinity ~60 mS/m, pH ~8). The paper explores
the new understanding that informs these circumstances and a hydrovulnerability assessment
of each fossil site.

Abstracts
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UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGING KARST WATER RESOURCES IN BELIZE: CASE STUDIES OF
BOTH PAST AND PRESENT IN A CHANGING CLIMATE

Jason S. Polk

Kegan McClanahan

Leslie A. North

Lowell Neeper

Ben Miller

Aaron Holland

Jonathan Oglesby

Bernie Strenecky

Western Kentucky University
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute
1906 College Heights Blvd.
Bowling Green, KY 42101 USA
jason.polk@wku.edu

Western Kentucky University
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute
1906 College Heights Blvd.
Bowling Green, KY 42101 USA
leslie.north@wku.edu

Western Kentucky University
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute
1906 College Heights Blvd.
Bowling Green, KY 42101 USA
benjamin.miller@wku.edu

Western Kentucky University
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute
1906 College Heights Blvd.
Bowling Green, KY 42101 USA
jonathan.oglesby@wku.edu
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ABSTRACT

Western Kentucky University
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute
1906 College Heights Blvd.
Bowling Green, KY 42101 USA
kegan.mcclanahan048@topper.wku.edu

Western Kentucky University
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute
1906 College Heights Blvd.
Bowling Green, KY 42101 USA
leland.neeper991@topper.wku.edu

Western Kentucky University
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute
1906 College Heights Blvd.
Bowling Green, KY 42101 USA
aaron.holland328@topper.wku.edu

Western Kentucky University
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute
1906 College Heights Blvd.
Bowling Green, KY 42101 USA
bernie.strenecky@wku.edu

Belize is a developing country that faces water resource issues in the forms of both quality and
quantity, stemming from a long history of environmental stress and population threats, from
the ancient Maya to present. Belize’s karst landscape, which comprises a large part of the
country from the coast to the Maya Mountains, is characterized by springs, caves, sinkholes,
and aquifers systems formed from the dissolution of carbonate (limestone, dolomite) rock. This
research presents several different case studies, spanning from the ancient Maya and issues
with drought to modern communities that rely on groundwater resources quickly being depleted.
Past drought patterns may recur, and their effects on population and the environment in areas
like Orange Walk in the north to Gales Point in the south, where villages and towns surrounded
by karst remnants have limited access to fresh, clean water. Part of this research used cave
sediments to examine past vegetation change and the impacts of the Maya on the landscape on
the Vaca Plateau to provide a history of socio-environmental interactions. We also examined the
modern water resource issues for Belize, and have several pilot projects underway throughout
the region to study and resolve these issues and compare the modern population to that of the
Maya to better understand issues from future drought and climate change.
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PALEOHYDROLOGY AND THE ORIGIN OF JEWEL CAVE

Michael E. Wiles

Jewel Cave National Monument
11149 US Highway 16
Custer, SD, 57730, USA
Mike_Wiles@nps.gov

ABSTRACT

With more than 270 km (168 miles) of mapped cave passages, Jewel Cave is the third longest
cave in the world. The passages are beneath an area of 775 ha (3 mi2), located almost entirely
within the Hell Canyon drainage basin. The canyon itself is situated in the bottom of a southplunging syncline and most of the cave passages are located within the east limb. A down-dip
cross section shows the cave passages assuming the shape of an elongate lens, located just
below the Pahasapa/Minnelusa contact. The lower boundary is a maximum of 75 m (250 feet)
below the contact, but thins at each end, where the permeable, basal Minnelusa sandstone is
exposed.
Based on these observations, a conceptual model has been created to portray cave development
as the result of local groundwater movement in geologically recent time. The apparent recharge
was in the Pass Creek and Lithograph Canyon areas, and the discharge was in Hell Canyon.
Groundwater initially moved through a shallow confined aquifer comprised of the basal Minnelusa
sandstone, which was initially confined by the underlying Pahasapa Limestone and an overlying
Minnelusa limestone. Although Laramide fractures provided secondary porosity, there is no
evidence of sufficient connectivity to provide landscape-scale permeability. As water from the
sandstone circulated into the discontinuous fractures of the Pahasapa, dissolutional enlargement
integrated them to form the system of interconnected cave passages known today. The model
precludes the need for direct recharge from rainfall, hydrothermal waters rising from below, or
prior development of a Mississippian karst.

Abstracts
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WATER COLUMN VARIABILITY IN A COASTAL TOURIST CAVE IN MALLORCA, SPAIN

Liana M. Boop

Joan J. Fornós

Bogdan P. Onac

Marta Rodríguez-Homar

Department of Geology
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Ave., SCA 528
Tampa, Florida, 33620, USA
lianaboop@mail.usf.edu

Department of Geology
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Ave., SCA 528
Tampa, Florida, 33620, USA
bonac@usf.edu

Departament de Ciències de la Terra
Universitat de les Illes Balears
Crta. Valldemossa, km 7.5
07122 Palma de Mallorca, Spain,
joan.fornos@uib.es

Departament de Ciències de la Terra
Universitat de les Illes Balears
Crta. Valldemossa, km 7.5
07122 Palma de Mallorca, Spain,
marta.rodriguez@geografos.org

Jonathan G. Wynn

Department of Geology
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Ave., SCA 528
Tampa, Florida, 33620, US
wynnj@usf.edu

ABSTRACT

Abstracts

Coves del Drac is visited by more than 1 million tourists annually and has been a tourist destination
in the western Mediterranean for over 100 years. All areas of the cave are developed with
historic or current tour route infrastructure, including walkways, handrails, and electric lighting.
This study compares one vertical water profile collected along the current tour path with two
other profiles from historic tour route locations. Differences in freshwater and organic inputs, as
well as direct anthropogenic impacts, are clearly observed in the aquatic parameters and stable
isotopes collected in the profiles. Anthropogenically-driven undersaturation in the cave pools,
as well as rising sea level, may threaten the unique speleothem encrustations that are formed
at the air-water interface within the cave.
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A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF SPELEOTHEM SAMPLING METHODS FOR PALEOCLIMATE
RESEARCH

Sarah Truebe

Dept of Geosciences, University of Arizona
Gould-Simpson Bldg #77, Rm 208
1040 E. 4th St.
Tucson, AZ 85721, USA
sarah.truebe@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

Speleothems are incomparable archives of paleoclimate information. However, most methods to
extract past climate information from speleothems are destructive, because sampling must occur
along the growth axis. Development of sustainable methods for sampling these nonrenewable
resources, whereby the needs of science and cave conservation are balanced, ought to be a
priority of the paleoclimate community. Ergo, I am studying currently practiced field methods in
speleothem paleoclimatology. Part 1 of this two-part study entails surveying paleoclimatology labs
working on speleothems nationally and internationally. The results of this portion of the survey
were converted to an anonymous list of current methods. These data will be written into a second
survey in which stakeholders, including cave managers, will be asked which method(s) aligns best
with their cave use and goals. The final output will be a peer-reviewed assessment of methodology,
including “best practice” guidelines, which will improve sampling and field methodology in the
community as a whole. Additional outputs (e.g., interpretive educational products, brochures, or
a speleothem sample archive, etc.) could be produced through collaboration with speleothem
paleoclimate labs and cave and karst managers worldwide.

Abstracts
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THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON KARST GROUNDWATER RESOURCES FOR HUMAN AND
ECOLOGICAL USE: A CASE STUDY FROM THE SOUTHWESTERN USA

George Veni

National Cave and Karst Research Institute
400-1 Cascades Avenue
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220, USA
gveni@nckri.org

ABSTRACT

Climate change models for the arid southwestern USA predict increasing temperatures and
declines in precipitation. These changes will have multiple adverse impacts on water and
ecological resources and pose diverse challenges on their management. The San Solomon
Spring system of west Texas discharges from the western edge of the karstic Edward-Trinity
Plateau Aquifer. It consists of six springs in Jeff Davis and Reeves counties, is one of the largest
spring groups in the state, and provides water for agricultural use and habitat to two federally
listed endangered species and three species proposed for listing. It serves in this paper as
a case study for the impact and management of climate change on springs in the American
southwest.

Abstracts

Water and ecosystem management can be driven by market and/or ecological forces. Market
considerations can guide water management if there are no ecological or other considerations
that depend on aquifer levels or flowing surface water, and if total water use is sustainable for
the climatic conditions. Where endangered species are involved, ecological factors dominate
management, but require greater levels of information and understanding of the relationship
between aquifer conditions and ecological health. Computer software, such as ADAPT, are
starting to become available to assist with local climate change evaluations and decisionmaking processes.
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PRELIMINARY SUMMARY OF WATER RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS DURING 2012 AT
TIMPANOGOS CAVE NATIONAL MONUMENT, UTAH

Lee J. Florea

Department of Geological Sciences, Ball State University
2000 W. University Ave.
Muncie, IN 47306, USA
lflorea@bsu.edu

Camille McKinney

Timpanogos Cave National Monument
R.R. 3 Box 200
American Fork, Utah 84003, USA
Cami_McKinney@nps.gov

Chelsie R. Dugan

Department of Geological Sciences, Ball State University
2000 W. University Ave.
Muncie, IN 47306, USA
rduganlawre@bsu.edu

ABSTRACT

This manuscript considers the hydrology and geochemistry of water resources within Timpanogos
Cave National Monument in American Fork, Utah. In particular, data are presented for five cave
pools within the Monument and the American Fork River that flows through the Monument. Two
independent dye trace attempts in this study have not established a connection between the
surface near the canyon rim at the south border of the Monument and the cave pools or the
river. Ion chemistry of the pools reveals elevated sulfate concentrations. Analysis of sulfate
and other reaction products suggests the possibility of combined carbonic and sulfuric acids as
speleogenetic agents. Enrichment of 13C in dissolved inorganic carbon above expected values
provides initial support of this hypothesis.
The enrichment of sulfate in the cave pools when coupled with higher concentrations of fluorine,
suggest increased interaction with bedrock influenced in the past by hydrothermal activity. This
is especially relevant in pools with muted water-level fluctuations during the course of the study.
Other pools have greater water-level variation and unexpectedly have a very consistent chemical
composition. One hypothesis is that the source waters for the pools with stable geochemical
character are from the talus near the canyon rim. Evidence from the stable isotopes of oxygen
and hydrogen within water samples support this hypothesis— cave pools with constant water
levels are more enriched in heavier isotopes and thus derived from lower elevations compared
to cave pools with variable water level and depletion in the heavier isotopes.

Abstracts
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*CAVE AND KARST MANAGEMENT ON THE RESERVA DE LA BIOSFEREA SELVA EL OCOTE,
CHIPAS, MEXICO: U.S. FOREST SERVICE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS EXCHANGE 2010-2013

Johanna Kovarik

740 Simms Street
Golden, CO, 80401, USA
jkovarik@fs.fed.us

MiriamToro-Rosario

ABSTRACT

Abstracts

The U.S. Forest Service and la Reserva de la Biosfera Selva El Ocote have been working
collaboratively, primarily through interchanges, since 1993. Recent work on the el Ocote (since
2005) has centered on issues relating to aquatic ecosystem conservation and water quality
monitoring. Focus on these themes stemmed from the need to balance potentially conflicting
demands for clean water, recreation, and biodiversity conservation in the Rio La Venta and Rio
Negro watersheds. In 2010, the reserve requested assistance through the Forest Service from a
karst hydrogeologist, which resulted in an initial assessment of cave and karst resources on the
reserve and management recommendations. This initial assessment was completed in 2012
with a subsequent trip, and the reserve identified further goals including community outreach,
assistance with collaboration, and coordination with caver user groups on the reserve; karst
ecotourism assessments; and karst groundwater vulnerability and disturbance mapping. In
April of 2013, a water quality monitoring program was initiated on the reserve, and ecotourism
assessments were developed and begun in the field. In August of 2013, water quality sampling
was continued during the first two weeks of the exchange. In the final week of the exchange,
educational materials developed for the reserve in collaboration with Project Underground were
presented to the local teachers and reserve personnel during three workshops.
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*THE KARST ENVIRONMENT AND CAVES OF THE ERITREAN DANAKIL DEPRESSION: GEOLOGY,
HYDROLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY

Berhanemeskel Michael Teklu
PO Box 9010
Asmara, Eritrea
michaelberhanemeskel@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

The Danakil Depression is a geological depression formed as a result of the rifting processes
initiated during the early Cenozoic in the East African Rift system. In the Quaternary the Danakil
Depression was flooded by the Red Sea and separation and arid climate helped to precipitate
the evaporite formations of the Danakil Depression. The karst environment of Eritrea, located in
the northern part of the depression, is characterized by extensive anhydrite and gypsum flats,
which form caverns of various sizes and geometries. These anhydrite/gypsum formations are
interbedded with fine clay, indicating that evaporation of the sea water was interrupted by influx
of sediment-laden water from the shouldering mountains. Evaporation was also interrupted by
the eruption of pyroclastics.
The depression is drained by rain waters from the two bounding uplifted horsts: the Danakil Horst
and the Ethiopian Highlands during March – May and July – August. These showers, which are
torrential and short lived, create surface flash floods that carve mostly narrow rocky streams and
at places disappear into the subsurface to emerge out of a tunnel cave. Where the interbedding
clay layers have been eroded and washed away by water, collapse structures, and sink holes
form.
The geomorphology of this karst environment is thus shaped by the resistant anhydrites and
gypsum sculpted by water to form caves, rocky streams, collapsed rocks, disappearing streams
and sink holes. The caves are not fully explored and the next geological or caving expedition
should aim to understand cave geology, biology, and dimensions.

Abstracts
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*CASTING PEARLS BEFORE SWINE: A HOG FACTORY FARM VS. AMERICA’S FIRST NATIONAL
RIVER IN THE RAZORBACK NATION

Chuck Bitting

National Park Service, Buffalo National River
402 N. Walnut, Suite 136
Harrison, Arkansas 72601, USA
Chuck_bitting@nps.gov

ABSTRACT

Abstracts

The Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) permitted, and USDA Farm
Services Agency (FSA) and the Small Business Administration funded a large Confined Animal
Feeding Operation (CAFO) near the town of Mt. Judea, Arkansas in 2012. Construction was
completed and the farm placed in operation by June, 2013. The setting around the farm is a karst
landscape surrounding a major tributary to the Buffalo National River. Buffalo National River
was the first river to be designated a “National River” by Congress. The river is an Extraordinary
Resource Waterbody with an anti-degradation policy. It is managed by the National Park
Service. The environmental assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact developed by
FSA had many serious weaknesses. Because of these weaknesses, FSA is currently being
litigated against by Earth Justice, the Ozark Society, the Buffalo River Watershed Alliance, and
the National Park Conservation Association. A suit against ADEQ by these litigants is expected
very soon. This is a case study showing how lax regulatory efforts, and poor environmental
analyses can go dreadfully wrong, potentially adversely affecting a national treasure.
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ABSTRACT

Many bats survive winter periods of low food resources and greater thermoregulatory demands
through seasonal hibernation. These bats find a cold site where they lower their body temperature
to ambient, reduce their heart rate and respirations, and live off their fat reserves. Unfortunately,
bats also shut down their immune system during hibernation, placing them at risk from the newly
emergent fungal pathogen, Pseudogymnoascus/Geomyces destructans, the putative cause of
white-nose syndrome (WNS). It appears that P. destructans grows optimally at 3-16o C and in high
(≥95%) relative humidity. Although it was once thought that western bats might be spared from
this pathogen, our hibernacula microclimate study, using i-Button data loggers, shows that New
Mexico (NM) bat species specifically choose similar cold, wet caves for hibernation as eastern
species. With our microclimate sampling, we are conducting studies of fungi present in cave soils
in NM caves to ascertain the natural fungal community and which species of Pseudogymnoascus/
Geomyces might occur, prior to arrival of WNS. Our knowledge of the distribution of this coldloving fungus is limited, but our preliminary microclimate data from several NM bat hibernacula
suggest that NM caves contain ideal habitat for P. destructans. Pseudogymnoascus/Geomyces
sequences were found in soil/guano samples from several of the 15 study caves, especially in
areas of the caves with suitable temperature and relative humidity conditions. Additionally, these
results provide the first culture-independent fungal surveys of cave soil communities in NM and
one of only a few culture-independent studies of cave fungal communities.
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Climate models provide simulations of forward-looking scenarios to help understand future
change. These models consider factors such as population growth, emerging technology, and
socioeconomic forecasts. Several of these scenarios, developed by The Nature Conservancy
(TNC), University of Washington, and the University of Southern Mississippi, have been
published by Esri as mosaicked image GIS services. The services power ClimateWizard
(climatewizard.org), a browser-based interactive map for visualizing and assessing how
climate has changed, what future changes are predicted using various emissions scenarios,
and circulation models to examine change in temperature, precipitation, and moisture.
Downloadable data is available from the USGS that shows generalized karst areas
in the United States (US). These data, when published as GIS services, can be
mashed up with climate model results using GIS web mapping capabilities to create
interactive applications that can be used to visualize and understand how predicted
changes in temperature, precipitation, and moisture will impact US karst areas.
The resulting story map mashups show increased temperatures for all US karst areas, especially
for the Ozark Plateau and upper midwest karst regions where some models predict more than
6o C (10o F) change in annual temperature by the end of the century (2080s). Precipitation also
increases, especially in the upper midwest region; however there are significant decreases in
precipitation (more than 25% by the end of the century) in areas covering southwest Florida
and the central and west Texas karst, including the Edwards Aquifer recharge zone.
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*MAPPING KARST FEATURES ON PUBLIC LAND: AN OPEN SOURCE GIS DEMONSTRATION
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Andrea K. Goodbar
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that Open Source (OS) Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) can be used while working as a student, volunteer, or contractor with an agency
that is dedicated to proprietary software. This is important because, with decreasing budgets and
increasing demands on natural resources, the ability to creatively conduct field investigations,
and analysis will allow management to continue to meet the needs of resource demands and
protection. Surface karst features were mapped for inclusion in Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) caves inventory data base and Wilderness Study Area inventory documentation. The OS
used for this demonstration is Mapwindow4 stable release. Data used for the project included the
following:Topcon GRS-1 collected data points with TopLink to import the data and save to Esri
shapefile format, BLM layers and project data from a National Cave and Karst Institute resistivity
study were exported out of their Geodatabases using ArcGIS software, and a DOQQ of the study
area was downloaded from the Earth Data Analysis Center Resource Geographic Information
System at the University of New Mexico (RGIS). Mapwindow was able to perform all the tasks
sufficiently and showed the capability to meet most of the needs of the land management agency.
Organizations and/or individuals working with the agency as second or third party contractors,
volunteers, and researchers should be able to use MapWindow to conduct any task required
by the BLM, as well as use layers maintained by that agency after exportation from the ArcGIS
database.
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*THE REVOLUTION IN CAVE MAPPING IS HERE
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ABSTRACT

This talk will demonstrate new techniques that are becoming available for mapping caves and
how they can be represented and used for interpretation. In the past, maps of caves have been
limited by the amount of data a survey team could collect. This is now rapidly changing, enabling
creation of a three-dimensional (3D), photorealistic model of a cave. Several methods are now
affordable and feasible for accomplishing this: 1) converting digital photographs directly into
3D models, 2) directly scanning cave passages with a laser distance device, 3) using distance
measuring video equipment. These methods can now be implemented with equipment costing
$100 to $1500.

Abstracts

A second area where rapid innovation is taking place is in how the control survey is accomplished.
Digital survey equipment is beginning to replace the traditional compass used to determine
orientation undergound. The advent of inexpensive Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) allow
for a digital compass and inclinometer to be built for less than $100. Such devices are able to
transmit survey data over Bluetooth to Smartphones of the survey team members. Direction,
tilt, and acceleration can be fused together to provide robust orientation. Additionally, such
IMUs can also be used for Inertial Navigation, allowing a low grade survey to be made by
simply traversing a passageway. High-end Smartphones already contain IMUs that can use
available software to function as Inertial Navigation Units.
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ABSTRACT

Three Fingers Cave has seen several survey efforts. The latest incarnation is putting together a
digital map and resource inventory. This project is in its fifth year of resurvey and inventory. The
initial focus was on getting complete sketches of main rooms and travel routes, mixing resurvey
along old survey lines with the creation of new survey, and gathering inventory information. After
using old survey to lay a backbone through this labyrinth, the project is now putting a survey
line through every opening to make sure that all spaces between rocks were checked. This
process is tedious and time consuming, but is the most complete way to make sure no lead is
left unchecked. Previously, the distribution of noteworthy cave features and resources was only
captured in sketches of the cave and in trip reports. The current project, started in 2007, designates
a separate person to record resources based on the format used at the nearby Carlsbad Caverns
National Park. Survey stations are points of reference for noting the location of features. To
process and archive the data collected, line plots are generated from the sketcher’s hand notes,
which are entered in Fountainware’s Compass software. Map drafting is completed in Adobe
Illustrator. The inventory information is entered into spreadsheets, which are then imported to
GIS. All notes have been scanned with duplicate copies stored by the Lincoln National Forest
and on ‘the cloud’. Social networking is being used to maintain member information, organize and
backup data, and disseminate information.
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ABSTRACT

Abstracts

Prioritizing caves known to contain endangered karst invertebrates in central Texas is more
challenging than one may think. Here, we outline a strategy to achieve this goal while thinking
of what is best for these species including addressing future impacts from climate change, and
what works for landowners that are bound to permit restrictions. For example, there are two
entities in the Austin, Texas area that hold regional Section 10(a)(1)(B) incidental take permits
issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. When developing the Habitat Conservation Plan for
one of these permits several years ago, they listed several caves that they would either acquire
or establish management agreements for. Since that time, they have acquired thousands of
acres. Some of the caves listed on their permit occur on these lands. However, there are other
newly discovered caves on these lands that contain endangered karst invertebrates that are
not listed on their permit. Also, some of the caves that are listed on their permit are surrounded
by development. This begs the question of which caves should they focus on for long-term
preservation? Should they be limited to what their permit says or take a wider approach and
look at what is best for the species while considering new cave discoveries? To answer this
question from a species perspective, several aspects of these caves should be assessed
including but not limited to the cave depth, cave size, species diversity and abundance, and
the amount of development etc. around these preserves. Cave size and depth are important
because deeper caves may provide more protection from ambient surface fluctuations in
temperature and humidity. This approach should provide a more holistic pathway to long-term
karst invertebrate conservation. By assessing what is best for the species and acknowledging
new cave discoveries, perhaps minor amendments could be made to 10(a)(1)(B) permits that
would provide higher species benefits.
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ABSTRACT

Rats Nest Cave is a Provincial Historic Site whose mandate is to present its natural history to
the public. In addition to a suite of interpretive messages, and relevant to this conference’s topic,
we have addressed diverse climate change over the geological history of the cave. We start with
the cave-hosting rock and the fossils it contains, to its origin along a thrust fault, ending with its
enlargement and secondary mineralization during the Quaternary glaciations (the latter having
been dated by radiometric methods). We have undertaken a program of speleothem remediation
which, visible to the public, serves to reinforce the conservation and sustainability message
emphasizing the importance of caves to society.
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USE OF IMPACT MAPPING FOR PLANNING THE INFRASTRUCTURE IN TOURIST CAVES - CASE
STUDY: MAQUINÉ CAVE, BRAZIL
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The main objective of this article is to show how mapping and environmental impact analysis
can be used to support the management decisions in tourist caves, such as infrastructure
planning and monitoring efforts.
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NATIONAL CAVE AND KARST MUSEUM
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ABSTRACT

Caves are natural museums housing ancient relics, unusual life forms, and amazing discoverieswrapped in a shell of geologic history. Karst landscapes are spectacular, their aquifers provide
hundreds of millions of people worldwide with drinking water, yet few have ever heard the word.
The importance and fragility of these resources make them both exciting and challenging to
interpret.
An exhibition focusing on cave and karst resources can effectively communicate the scientific,
environmental and stewardship messages to non-technical audiences. As a world leader in
understanding caves and karst, and the effect of their resources on our health, economy, and
future, NCKRI is embracing the opportunity to increase awareness and inspire stewardship of
these complex systems by developing a state of the art museum.
The museum will consist of a series of cave and karst-related exhibits that will realistically
convey an experience with caves and karst that will help visitors create intellectual and emotional
connections to these resources. The exhibits will contain interpretive signs and dioramas, an incave theater, and interactive displays like a cave crawl. If the Institute’s vision is successful, our
visitors speleological knowledge will increase and they will be influenced to make responsible
safety and ethical decisions in regards to cave and karst resources.
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Abstracts

Virtual worlds, or 3D simulations through which an avatar can travel, are becoming a common
means to display products or provide training in new environments. This paper describes the
steps in producing the 3D virtual simulation of Snowy River in Fort Stanton Cave, New Mexico.
A traditional cave survey and map with cross sections was used to produce a 3D meshed
surface of the cave walls using the Blender software package. Photographs were taken of the
walls, ceiling, and floor and merged together. The merged montage was applied to the 3D mesh
walls as a “texture”. Unity3D was used to integrate an avatar into the scene to view the cave.
Unity3D was also used to generate pop-up educational cave notes with relevant text and more
detailed photos. A gaming element was added to engage the public and test what had been
learned before allowing access further down the passage. The detailed steps in this overall
process, and the photographic techniques developed including recent updates are described
in this paper.
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ABSTRACT

A quarter of a century ago, cave and karst resources were declared irreplaceable with the passing
of the Federal Cave Resources Protection Act. Yet, today, few understand the importance or
fragility of these resources. Human interactions in karst areas make these resources highly
susceptible to damage. Nonpersonal interpretation digital media products could serve as an
important tool to bridge this informational gap.
Worldwide, there are hundreds of parks or park-like attractions focusing on cave, spring, or sinkhole
resources. Their visitors have a built-in curiosity about these places. Engaging this audience in
interpretive programming could greatly increase their speleological knowledge. Paradoxically, the
same attractions without accurate interpretive materials can also be responsible for promulgating
cave and karst misconceptions. Digital media can be very effective tools for increasing awareness
and stewardship of cave and karst resources.
Smart device applications (apps) present several advantages over traditional interpretation media
including, engaging audiences outside of the attraction’s boundaries, presenting interpretational
messages to visitors in their native language, and maintaining content integrity. However, video
and photography methods in cave environments present many challenges. Filming crews and
gear requirements can cause irreparable damage to caves. This paper discusses the development
of the iCaverns app, which was developed utilizing new green film making techniques as an
educational and travel guide for Carlsbad Caverns National Park.
iCaverns enhances visitor experience by interpreting geologic resources at Carlsbad Caverns
National Park. This app could also make park resources come to life, for more than 400 million
people, in 155 countries and 38 languages.
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Crumps Cave is located near Smiths Grove, Kentucky. The entrance was purchased by Western
Kentucky University in 2009 through a grant from the Kentucky Heritage Land Conservation Fund
and the cave is managed as the focal point of a research and education preserve to study a wide
range of environmental conditions and dynamics, and their interactions, using high-resolution
electronic monitoring along with geochemical sampling, analysis and modeling. There are a number
of interrelated efforts to collect high-resolution data, which include measurement of more than 20
parameters, most with ten-minute resolution using data loggers. These include 1) surface weather
conditions above the cave, 2) measurement of water levels through wells into the epikarstic zone
and the main water table, 3) measurement of flow and chemical conditions at the epikarst drain at
Waterfall One, 4) collection of water in various parts of the system for evaluation of both carbonate
and isotope geochemistry, and 5) monitoring of bat activity at several locations as they enter and leave
the cave. Someone who has not thought a lot about caves could be excused for thinking that Crumps
Cave is a rather static entity. Upon casual inspection, a few waterfalls notwithstanding, it is a large,
rather dry trunk passage within which there does not seem to be all that much going on. With very
high-resolution, however, we are learning that the cave and the hydrologic/ecologic/ atmospheric/
biogeochemical systems of the environment within which it exists are tremendously dynamic.
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AND UNDERSTANDING PARK RESOURCES
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ABSTRACT

On a national level within the National Park Service (NPS), basic knowledge of cave resources
has increased significantly over the last 30 years. With karst resources, while there have been
some advances, knowledge of these very complex and hidden resources remain fairly limited. In
recent years, NPS park managers have increasingly been working with volunteers and scientists
to complete studies including the physical exploration and documentation of cave and karst areas
to obtain a better understanding of the resources that they manage. Efforts at the national level
within the National Cave and Karst Program are being made to know more about these resources,
identify missing areas of information and to develop projects and seek funding for studies that
can help the NPS better understand these resources. This understanding will lead to the longterm conservation and protection of resources through appropriate management decisions and
actions and through continued education and outreach for staff and visitors.
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A team developed the Cave Ecology Inventory and Monitoring Framework for National Park
Service (NPS) units. It contains information for NPS cave managers across the United States
to determine how to inventory and monitor cave ecology. Due to the wide geographical scope
of NPS caves and their many different types, the document does not prescribe exact protocols.
Instead, it provides guidance for what types of inventory and monitoring are possible, a
framework for deciding how to prioritize inventory and monitoring activities, and references to
specific protocols that are already in place at NPS cave parks.
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ABSTRACT

The national Cave Visitor Impact Vital Signs Monitoring Protocol is an attempt to standardize visitor
impact monitoring in all National Park Service managed caves. With standardized monitoring
in place, it will be feasible for the first time to compare monitoring data from caves across the
country. This cave monitoring protocol was initiated at the NPS Cave Vital Signs Workshop held
in Lakewood, Colorado in 2008. That workshop identified the vital signs that were common to
all caves, including cave visitor impact. A committee convened at that workshop decided that
the cave visitor impact monitoring protocol would address four parameters of human impact on
caves, which include: cave visitation, visitor touching, speleothem breakage, and cave visitor
traffic. This protocol is now in draft form and is being presented to the wider cave management
community for review purposes.
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ABSTRACT
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With declining budgets, less money than ever is available for meaningful cave management,
including baseline inventories and monitoring. The spread of White Nose Syndrome (WNS) has
made it even more difficult to effectively manage cave resources. In the region of the Ozark
Plateau, Cave Research Foundation is continuing to provide these services, and more, by
working within guidelines of various agencies and private landowners. These include Ozark
National Scenic Riverways and Buffalo National River (NPS) Mark Twain National Forest
(USFS) the Missouri Department of Conservation, Missouri Department of Natural Resources
– Division of State Parks, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the privately-held Pioneer Forest.
Most of this work is performed by unpaid volunteers from CRF and affiliated organizations.
Rather than limiting the work done by volunteer workers, the agencies we work with are actually
expanding the role of volunteers and are providing funds and facilities to facilitate this work. The
conclusion is that good volunteer work is not only continuing but being encouraged in the face
of adverse conditions.
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ABSTRACT

The United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service (Forest Service) manages caves,
karst systems, and associated resources on over 780,000 square kilometres of public land. The
management of these resources is mandated by the Federal Cave Resources Protection Act
(FCRPA) of 1988 and other federal acts, and is guided by the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) and the Forest Service Manual (FSM). The FCRPA and its implementing regulations
at 36 CFR Part 290 – Cave Resources Management provide the framework for management
guidance in the FSM. Known caves and karst areas occur in over 100 National Forests and
Grasslands, and over 2,200 significant caves have been identified to date, often with the
assistance of partners such as the National Speleological Society and Cave Research Foundation.
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As with many developing countries, Haiti has environmental, economic and cultural challenges
that complicate natural resource management. Karst landscapes dominate Haiti and caves
are abundant as recent cave and karst inventory data indicate. Though the caves and karst
are subject to environmental challenges they also provide the potential for the development
of tourism that would improve local economic conditions. There are 500 documented caves
in Haiti of which, five are show caves. Of those, only one, Grotte Marie-Jeanne, located in
Port-ấ -Piment in Departement Sud, has a structured cave management plan that addresses
identification of cave resources, visitor access, interpretive guidelines, cave conservation and
preservation. Despite economic and political challenges, this recently implemented communitybased initiative toward cave development and management is showing success in promoting
sustainable ecotourism to the area and providing the basis for the study, conservation and
protection of caves and karst throughout Haiti.
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ABSTRACT

Arizona National Forest land managers have a multitude of tasks and priorities; historically, caves
and karst management has not been amongst the priorities receiving any significant allocation of
resources. When caves and karst management is not included in the Forest Plan, even when large
and significant cave and karst areas exist, active cave and karst management often falls below
the waterline of available manpower and resources. Additionally, there is entropy associated with
normal changes in personnel assignments and new staff coming onboard. When combined with
a general lack of written policies and guidelines, these personnel transitions lead to unnecessary
degradation of the karst and caves. Three areas impacted by lack of caves and karst policy
include timber management (sales and thinning), water recharge protection (buffer zones), and
cave management (under the recreation department).
This paper is intended for Forest managers whose units contain significant karst and caves, but
have no allocated staff in these areas. The paper presents clear and acceptable guidelines and
policies that can be implemented in a uniform manner. Integral to these guidelines is the inclusion
of Karst and Cave Areas as a separate land use designation in the Forest Plan. With karst listed as
a land use designation in the Forest Plan, references to a separate Cave and Karst Management
Plan document can be made. Additionally, the Cave and Karst Management Plan can be updated
without having to go through the extremely long Forest Plan amendment process.
The Arizona National Forest Cave and Karst Management Plan has been created to address
this need. It is located at http://centralarizonagrotto.webstarts.com/index.html and provides clear
management tools for the Forest cave resources.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC AND SEDIMENT MONITORING PROCEDURES AND INITIAL RESULTS FOR A
BRAZILIAN IRON ORE CAVE
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ABSTRACT

The definition, development, and application of monitoring procedures for caves are currently in
demand in Brazil. The need for environmental licensing processes and effective environmental
control actions has been increasing since the beginning of this century due to the intensification
of economic activities.
This work discusses the development of a method of photographic and sediment monitoring
and the application of this method in an iron ore cave. This cave is located inside an industrial
area currently under development by a mining company. This situation demands effective and
specific environmental control measures.

Abstracts

The method’s simplicity, effectiveness, and multidisciplinary approach indicate that it has potential for use in future works to define management decisions and protection measures for iron
formation caves and other examples of karst heritage.
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MANAGING A GLOBALLY UNIQUE NEXUS OF ACID MINE DRAINAGE, KARST AND WORLD
HERITAGE SITE

PJ (Peter) Mills
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ABSTRACT

The Cradle of Humankind World Heritage Site (COH WHS), South Africa, is located downstream
of the actively decanting West Rand Goldfield (a.k.a. the Western Basin). It is therefore the only
UNESCO-protected karst landscape in the world that is under threat from acid mine drainage
(AMD). The perceived threat has generated wide and considerable concern for the preservation
of the fossil sites. This perception has been fuelled by a poor understanding of the surface and
groundwater resources of the WHS which, in turn, has precipitated often alarmist reporting in the
media, some even hinting at the possible delisting of the site by UNESCO. These circumstances
have presented significant challenges to management efforts directed at protecting the aquatic
environment and outstanding universal value of the site. Not the least of these challenges has
been gaining the support of direct stakeholders (e.g. landowners and local authorities) and
interested and affected parties (e.g. non-governmental organisations, environmental lobbies,
the media). Contrary to popular expectation, the mining industry has collaborated freely and
copiously in its provision of mine water data and information, in stark contrast to an embargo
placed on municipal wastewater quality data and information by a local authority. Against this
background, the poster describes the challenge of informing the perception of typically nonscientific interested and affected parties regarding the impact and risk to the environment and
its inhabitants, with a credible scientific understanding of the magnitude of this impact and the
natural resilience that characterises the affected environment.
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EVALUATING THE STATUS OF CAVE WILDERNESS

Patricia E. Seiser

NSS 28650 FE
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ABSTRACT
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In 1964 the United States government passed landmark legislation creating a National Wilderness Preservation System to preserve and protect natural landscapes for primitive use. Despite
four attempts to create a Cave Wilderness designation, two by the Cave Research Foundation,
one by the National Speleological Society and one by a unit within the National Park Service
system, no Wilderness designation has been made to protect and preserve a specific cave,
region within a cave or a karst region. The question remains: if and when will the US declare
a cave or portion of a cave/cave system as Wilderness? Two federal acts and one pending bill
are considered significant cave related legislation that may lead the way to an eventual Cave
Wilderness designation.
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AGENCY – CAVER PARTNERSHIP IN CAVE MANAGEMENT

Steve Peerman
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ABSTRACT

The Fort Stanton Cave Study Project and the Roswell Field Office of the Bureau of Land
Management have been working together to manage Fort Stanton Cave for over 40 years.
This successful partnership is a shining example of resource managers and resource users
collaborating to the mutual benefit of both. There are several specific aspects to this partnership
which could be regarded as a model for other user groups and agencies who need or want to
enter into a cooperative relationship.
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PARTNERSHIPS IN CAVE MANAGEMENT ON LINCOLN NATIONAL FOREST

Jason Walz
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ABSTRACT

Abstracts

National forests face many challenges in managing caves. Forming external and internal partnerships are important in managing caves in today’s budget climate. This paper discusses the
Lincoln National Forest’s effort to form partnerships to advance its ability to manage caves.
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ABSTRACT

Management of Cueva de Villa Luz (CVL) has the additional challenges of changing
authorities, of an atmosphere with high and variable concentrations of toxic hydrogen
sulfide, and of a rich-biodiversity. Hydrogen sulfide is discharged by springs inside the cave,
nourishing chemosynthetic microorganisms. These microorganisms sustain a rich ecosystem,
including insects, fish and bats. Additionally, some microbial communities also require local
water percolation to thrive. Thus, changes in climate could directly affect their development.
To decrease the exposure to the toxic CVL atmosphere, most tourist routes concentrate in a
section with higher number of skylights and typically lower hydrogen sulfide concentrations.
Otherwise, they do a short visit to areas with higher hydrogen sulfide concentrations. Additionally,
the local habitants collect the fish inside CVL, once or sometimes twice a year, as part of a
traditional ceremony, which is also a tourist attraction.
CVL is located at a local park, which is loosing terrain due to an increase in the population, and
in the living and farming space. The cave is managed by the Tourist and Economic Development
Department of the local authorities. These authorities change every four years, complicating a
long-term management program and the availability of a local repository for the research results.
The local libraries have been used as an alternate depository. In addition, the growth of local
universities focused in community development, and the increased interest of local biologists
may result in a more stable management and research program for CVL and other caves in the
area.
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*NOW WE’RE SUPER REALLY IN HOT WATER: EVOLUTION OF A DEDICATED DECON SITE
IN RELATION TO CAVE PROJECTS IN THE FORT STANTON-SNOWY RIVER CAVE NATIONAL
CONSERVATION AREA
Mike Bilbo
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Cell 575-420-7121 Desk 575-627-0222
mbilbo@blm.gov

ABSTRACT
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Since attending the NSS Convention in Kerrville, Texas, 2009, we (BLM, Fort Stanton Cave
Study Project, and regional cave scientists) realized the need for a dedicated decon site for
Fort Stanton Cave. This paper discusses the evolution of our site, and the merits and issues
with three phases of our site evolution to date: 1) 2009-2011, use of the harsh Lysol quaternary
ammonia in hazmat-level concentration, with fumes affecting cavers’ breathing, etc, 2) 20122013, with USFWS protocol change to 122°F(+) hot water, a change to a 100-gallon stock
tank with an M67 Army Immersion Heater: at 35,000 BTUs, this gasoline-powered (or diesel,
kerosene, or many similar fuels) heater can bring 100 gallons to 122°F in 30 minutes (cheap,
but not fuel-efficient or green), and 3) late 2013, use of a tankless propane water heater and
same 100-gallon tank: 122° F constant delivery, relatively inexpensive, and green technology.
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*QUANTIFYING WILDLIFE USE OF CAVE ENTRANCES USING REMOTE CAMERAS

Gretchen M. Baker

Great Basin National Park
100 Great Basin National Park
Baker, NV 89311, USA
Gretchen_Baker@nps.gov

ABSTRACT

Digital infrared game cameras were placed at the entrance of seven caves in Great Basin National
Park during the summer of 2013 to document the wildlife use of those cave entrances. Cave
entrances varied from small (two feet by two feet) to large (forty feet by thirty feet). The cameras
took photos during a total of 305 trap nights, with an average of 43.6 nights per cave (range 2862). The cameras were triggered 429 times, with separate events defined as more than an hour
apart for the same species. The most abundant species captured were rodents (mice or pocket
mice), humans, chipmunks, packrats, and squirrels. Other species observed in cave entrances
were cottontail rabbits, bats, skunks, foxes, insects, birds, and domestic dogs. The most active
time for biota entering or exiting the cave was in the evening. Wildlife interactions were seen
occasionally, with a mouse eating a fly, and a rock wren and a packrat together. The cave with the
most recognizable species was a walk-in cave entrance containing pictographs; humans were
the dominant species. Two other well-visited cave entrances required stoop walking or crawling
to enter, and were dominated by rodents. Foxes seen in the photos appeared to be hunting the
rodents. Very little information has been documented about the fauna using cave entrances, and
this non-invasive technique can help managers learn more about the dominant species using the
entrance and twilight areas of the caves they manage.
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*POPULATIONS LIVING ON KARST

James E. Kaufmann
U.S. Geological Survey
EROS Center
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jkaufmann@usgs.gov

ABSTRACT
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Past estimates of the global land area of karst, not including Antarctica and Greenland, have
ranged between 12 and 20 percent. Estimates of the number of people living on karst have
been around 25 percent of the global population. A new global estimate of populations living on
karst areas has been developed using the Karst Regions of the World database in combination
with the high resolution LandScan 2011 global population dataset. By the new estimate, nearly
14 percent of the Earth’s surface is potentially karst, with nearly 90 percent of that area being
carbonate. Just over 1 billion people, or about 15 percent of the global population, live on karst.
China has over 2 million km2 of karst, while Russia, the United States, Canada, and Kazakhstan
all have over 1 million km2 of karst area. China has nearly 200 million people living on karst.
Surprisingly, India has the second largest population on karst, with over 80 million, though this
represents less than 7 percent of India’s population. Nearly 25 percent of the United States
population, about 76 million people, lives on karst.
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*HIGH GUADS RESTORATION PROJECT: 15 YEARS OF VOLUNTEERING

Jennifer Foote

National Speleological Society
highguads@yahoo.com
505-552-2831

ABSTRACT

High Guads Restoration Project (HGRP) was founded in 1998 to allow volunteer cavers to work
in the Lincoln National Forest in New Mexico, and has contributed over a half million dollars of
volunteer value since then. Managing and motivating a long-term project of volunteers is often a
challenge. Volunteers assist the Forest Service with cave conservation and management tasks,
such as cave restoration, trail maintenance, monitoring, science, survey, rescue pre-planning,
and trip leader training. HGRP has taught restoration and conservation skills to numerous groups
and individuals, and helped keep world class caves open to recreational caving.
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